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 5.	What is the cost of 15| tons of coal at
$8.40 per ton and $.50 per ton for putting
it in?
 6.	Train the pupils to he sure they know
the conditions of a problem before they be-
gin to solve it.   Often read a simple prob-
lem from an arithmetic not used by your
pupils and ask them to estimate quickly what
the result will be.   Then give the correct an-
swer and commend those who have estimated
fairly well.    Remember that arithmetic is,
largely, "the art of computation."
Devices for the Teacher. Problems like
the following will help to pin pupils down
to reasoning out problems instead of "fool-
 their ages.   The first month the expenses are
$15.    What must  each  one  contribute?
7. Find the cost of this birthday luncheon:
3 dozen sandwiches 8§4 each; 21 Ib. choc-
olates at 80^; 12 grapefruit, 3 for 254', 2B Ib.
nuts at 45tf; 15 roses at $1.20 a doz.; 15 Ib.
raisins at 22tf and 2 cakes at $1.40 each.
Review and Extension of Work in Whole
Numbers. (1) Subtraction. If this chart is
before the class, pupils may be called upon
to recite as the teacher points to the differ-
ent numbers on the outside row, and pupils
may recite in turn, or pupils in turn may be
"teacher" and use the pointer.
(2) Addition. Have children add col-
umns of 10 numbers of not more than 3
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CHARTS FOR WORK IN SUBTRACTION
ing with figures." They are especially help-
ful in any grade where the children are given
to working to get an "answer," and are
equally willing, for instance, to find a pound
of sugar cost $5.00 or 1 cent.
 1.	I know how much one  book costs and
how many books I am going1 to buy; how am
I to find what amount I must pay for them?
 2.	I know how many miles a boat goes in
an hour; how shall I find the distance it goes
in a quarter-hour?    In  fifteen minutes?
 3.	John knows the area of a rectangle and
also  how wide it is.    How  can he find its
length?
 4.	A girl's weight was taken in 1910 and
also in 1911.    How may her gain in weight
be found?
 5.	I know what the payroll per week is for
a group of 16 men who all have the same
wages.   How can I find the daily wages of
one man?
 6.	These children are 12, 10, 8 and 4 years
old  respectively.    The  ttiree older children
are  to pay the expenses  of their cart and
pony put of tfceir own money in the ratio of
 digits. (1) Add from bottom; (2) add from
top down. Or, (1) add putting down full
answer of each column; (2) add with the
usual "carrying." Let each method be a
check upon the other. Vary the length of the
columns and the number of digits in each
number.
(3)	Multiplication.
(1) 86X9 = 720 + 54 = 774
45X8 = 320 + 40 = 360
(2) Go on with tables of 13's, 14's,
15's, etc., at least to the product nearest to
100, as 8X13=104, 7><15=105.
 (4)	Multiply, putting down full product
of each multiplication; then multiply, put-
ting down product with carrying.   Use one
method as check upon the other.
 (5)	Eefer to helps in Third Year, Fourth
Year and Sixth Year.
 (6)	Long division must be reviewed and
extended.

